Material properties depend sensitively on picometer scale atomic displacements introduced by local chemical fluctuations. Direct real-space, high spatial-resolution measurements of this compositional variation and corresponding distortion can provide new insights into materials behavior at the atomic scale. Using aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy combined with advanced imaging methods, we observed atom column specific, picometer-scale displacements induced by local chemistry in a complex oxide solid solution. Displacements predicted from density functional theory were found to correlate with the observed experimental trends. Further analysis of bonding and charge distribution were used to clarify the mechanisms responsible for the detected structural behavior. By extending the experimental electron microscopy measurements to previously inaccessible length scales, we identified correlated atomic displacements linked to bond differences within the complex oxide structure.
Complex oxides exhibit a range of properties including ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity [1, 2] , high temperature superconductivity [3] , and thermoelectricity [4] , which are intimately linked to picometer-scale atomic shifts within the crystal structure [5] . For oxide solid solutions, the interaction between atomic species can modify functionality through these structural distortions. To date, however, these displacements are often difficult to unambiguously detect by conventional means [6] . Rather, direct real-space measurements with picometer precision in combination with theoretical investigations can provide insights into the origin of fine scale atomic displacements.
Atomic resolution electron microscopy has served as an indispensable tool for the realspace structural analysis of materials, e.g. ferroelectrics [7, 8] . High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF STEM) has proven pivotal for structural analysis as the image intensities scale approximately as the square of the atomic numbers (Z) present [9] . This enables direct identification of light and heavy elements within a structure, even single dopant atoms [10] [11] [12] . Crystallographic analysis using STEM, however, has been stymied by sample drift and noise that traditionally limit measurement precision to about 5-10 pm [11, 13, 14] . This challenge hindered the possibility to directly connect complex structural responses to local chemistry. The recent introduction of revolving STEM [15] and non-ridged image registration [16] have now overcome these challenges. The picometer precise measurements enabled by these techniques are now opening a new avenue to study crystallography with the combination of interpretability, chemical sensitivity, and directly in real-space.
In this Article, we select (La 0.18 Sr 0.82 )(Al 0.59 Ta 0.41 )O 3 (LSAT) as a model oxide solid solution to study atomic displacements in a complex chemical environment. The LSAT crystal poses a particularly challenging test case as atomic forces resulting from the intricate local chemical environment lead to structural distortion. LSAT adopts the cubic perovskite ABO 3 structure (space group P m3m) with the corners occupied by (La, Sr), (Al, Ta) located at the cube center, and the oxygen anions positioned on the faces (Fig. 1a) . When the LSAT structure is projected along 100 , chemically distinct atom columns are observed that contain either La/Sr, Al/Ta/O, or exclusively O. For convenience in referencing the 100 STEM images, we define two distinct cation containing sub-lattices: the A sub-lattice containing La and Sr, and the B sub-lattice consisting of Al and Ta with overlapping oxygen anions. As a critical first step to identifying the underlying structure of the solid solution, measurement of the elemental distribution within LSAT is required, and is accomplished through atomic resolution energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Fig. 1b) [18] [19] [20] .
The stronger Al X-ray signal at the darkest atom columns in the HAADF image (Fig. 1c) confirm that these positions are Al-rich compared to other B sub-lattice columns. This strong contrast results from the large atomic number difference between Al (Z = 13) and Ta (Z = 73), compared to Sr (Z = 38) and La (Z = 57). To aid visual inspection, particularly strong and weak B sub-lattice atom columns are identified in Figure 1c for those within ±1.5σ of the average B column intensity.
As shown in the RevSTEM dataset ( Fig. 1c through (Fig. 1d) . Specifically, there is a tendency for significant contraction around the dark Al-rich atom columns while the bright Ta-rich columns correspond to expansion.
To emphasize these trends, the average NLN distances around each B and A atom column are plotted against the opposing atom column sub-lattice intensity ( From the STEM simulations we determine the predicted NLN distances for the structure viewed along 100 as a function of neighboring column intensity (Fig. 2c) . To represent the atom column composition extremes, the measurements in Figure 2c include STEM simulations of both the tiled structure and individual 100 projections (Supplemental Material [17] To study structural correlations at longer length scales, n th like-neighbor distances are extracted across the entire image and used to construct a projected pair distribution function (pPDF). This is schematically represented in Figure 3a for 1 ≤ n ≤ 11. Conceptually, these measurements are similar to the pair distribution function (PDF) extracted from from diffraction data [25] . The measurements differ, however, in that pPDFs provide insight into the projected average distortion, are determined directly at the atomic scale, and can be separated according to each sub-lattice. While the pPDFs for A and B sub-lattices appear qualitatively similar (Fig. 3b) , the standard deviation (σ) for the A-A nearest and second like-neighbors, as measured using the pPDF, are considerably larger than those for the B-B distances and are reported in Figure 3c .
Extending the σ analysis across the image, the A n th like-neighbor also differ dramatically from the B sub-lattice in terms of trend (Fig. 3d) . Identical analysis was performed using a Si single crystal to demonstrate that the measurement precision is consistently ≈ 2 pm (Fig. 3d, solid due to uncorrelated displacements at large pair distances. This approach is commonly employed for PDF analysis [26] , but without near perfect imaging enabled by RevSTEM, drift and noise would usually preclude extending precise distance measurements beyond a few angstroms (one unit-cell) in STEM.
As shown in Figure 3e , the first few like-neighbors for the B sub-lattice exhibit strong, 
